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We present an investigation of b-lactoglobulin adsorption onto spherical polyelectrolyte brushes
(SPBs) by small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). The SPB consists of a polystyrene core onto which
long chains of poly(styrene sulfonate) are grafted. The amount and the distribution of proteins
adsorbed in the brush layer at low ionic strength can be derived from SAXS. The analysis of the
SAXS data reveals additionally that some of the protein molecules form aggregates of about six
monomers in the adsorbed state. Furthermore, the position and the amount of slightly bound
protein can be detected by the combination of the SAXS results and the SPB loading after extensive
ultrafiltration. The total amount of adsorbed protein is compared to data derived from isothermal
titration calorimetry. The comparison of both sets of data demonstrates that the protein molecules
in the inner layers of the spherical polyelectrolyte brush are firmly bound. Proteins located in the
outer layers are only weakly bound and can be washed out by prolonged ultrafiltration.
1 Introduction
The interaction of proteins with surfaces is of central interest
in modern biotechnology.1–4 Often protein adsorption has to
be prevented in order to avoid denaturation of the proteins
and biofouling.1,2,5 However, in many cases the adsorption of
proteins cannot be totally suppressed. For example, nano-
particles inserted into biological fluids take up proteins in
many cases. This protein corona caused by protein adsorption,
e.g. from blood, determines largely the biological response to
the nanoparticles.6–9 Hence, an in-depth understanding of the
interaction of proteins with surfaces and colloidal particles is a
central problem in modern nanomedicine.
Recently, it has been shown that long polyelectrolyte chains
grafted densely to a surface (polyelectrolyte brush; ref. 10) can
bind large amounts of proteins in aqueous solution at low
ionic strength. Virtually no adsorption takes place when the
ionic strength of the system is high.11–13 This polyelectrolyte
mediated protein adsorption (PMPA) takes place on the
wrong side of the pI, that is, at a pH 4 pI where the protein
and the brush layer carry the same net charge. Recent work
has demonstrated that the PMPA takes place both on planar
brushes,11,12 as well as onto spherical polyelectrolyte
brushes (SPBs).13–16 The SPB consists of a polystyrene core
(PS; diameter: ca. 100 nm) onto which long chains of poly-
electrolytes are grafted.
The PMPA is now well understood in terms of the counter-
ion release:13,17–21 the protein surface exhibits positively
charged patches even on the wrong side of the isoelectric
point. If a protein molecule enters the polyelectrolyte layer
the positive patch will act as a multivalent counterion of the
negatively charged polyelectrolyte chains. Thus, a concomi-
tant number of counterions confined in the brush layer is
released.13,22 This release of counterions leads to a significant
gain in entropy that can be determined by calorimetric
methods.18 If the ionic strength of the system is high, this
counterion release force is not operative anymore and no
adsorption takes place. It should be noted that the adsorption
of protein proceeds with little modification of the secondary
structure.14,23–25
Up to now, the adsorption of proteins onto the SPB has
been mostly studied by the ultrafiltration (UF) method:13 the
protein and the SPB are mixed in a solution in which the
pH and the ionic strength have been adjusted to a given
value. Thereafter, the non-bound proteins are removed by
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ultrafiltration with an excess of aqueous buffer adjusted to the
same ionic strength. Evidently, proteins which are only weakly
bound to the SPB will be washed away. Here, the question
arises which part of the radial brush layer binds the protein
more tightly so that it cannot be washed away by UF. The
binding of the protein is expected to be tighter near the surface
of the core particles because of the higher density of poly-
electrolyte chains.
Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) is the method of
choice to investigate the spatial distribution of the proteins
within the spherical surface layer.14–16 Moreover, SAXS gives
the total amount of proteins bound to the SPB and allows us
to monitor the uptake of proteins in a time-resolved manner.16
Recently, we demonstrated that isothermal titration calori-
metry (ITC) gives precise information about the adsorption
isotherm and the thermodynamics of the binding of proteins to
the SPB.18 Thus, we have three independent methods that
allow us to monitor the uptake of proteins to the SPB: the UF
method that gives only the tightly bound protein, the ITC that
yields the total amount of bound proteins and SAXS that
allows us to analyze the distribution of the proteins within
the brush.
The aim of the present paper is a comprehensive comparison
of the three different methods applied on the same brush and
the protein system. The SPB used in the present study carries
chains of the strong polyelectrolyte poly(styrene sulfonate).
Bovine b-lactoglobulin (BLG) was used as a model protein
because the uptake of BLG has been studied by ITC recently.18
The goal of the present study is twofold: we first study the
distribution of the adsorbed BLG in the brush layer. The total
amount of adsorbed protein derived from SAXS is compared to
the one derived from ITC and UF. In a second step, we use
SAXS to analyze the aggregation of protein within the brush
layer. We expect BLG to aggregate in the layer for the following
reasons: the strong confinement of the counterions within the
layer of polyelectrolyte chains10 creates a micro-environment
within the brush layer leading to a distinctly lower pH value in
the layer. BLG is an excellent model protein because the
structural transitions as a function of the pH value are well-
documented for this protein.26–31 In the pH range between 3.5
to 4 (the native pH of milk) BLG exists as a dimer.26 At pH
values below 3.5 the BLG dimer starts to dissociate into
monomeric subunits.26 In the pH range between 4 and 5.2 it
was reported that the protein forms octamers.27,28 In addition,
it was shown by Majhi et al. that the aggregation does not stop
at a certain association number.30 The aggregation is distinctly
stronger for the genetic variant A than for the B variant.26–29
The variant A and B differs only at positions 64 (Asp/Gly)
and 118 (Val/Ala).26 The genetic variant A of BLG has an
additional carbonyl-group per monomer unit which seems to
play an important role in the aggregation process.26 Above
pH = 5.2 BLG forms again dimers.26–28
The paper is organized as follows. We first study the uptake
and distribution of BLG in the brush layer by SAXS. Second,
we compare the result of the SAXS analysis with the data
obtained by isothermal titration calorimetry and by the method
devised by Wittemann et al.32 The comparison of these data
stemming from totally different methods is shown to give full
insights into the process of protein adsorption onto the SPB.
2 Experimental
2.1 Materials
b-Lactoglobulin from bovine milk which contains the genetic
variants A and B was purchased from Sigma (product number:
L3908; Lot.: 106K7312) and was used without further
purification. All other chemicals used in this study were of
analytical grade.
2.2 Spherical polyelectrolyte brushes (SPBs)
The synthesis of the brush particles was done as described in
ref. 13 by photo-emulsion polymerisation. The system was
purified through extensive ultrafiltration against pure water.
Afterwards, the pH was adjusted by ultrafiltration to 6.1 by
10 mM 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES) buffer.
The core radius R of the particles and the hydrodynamic
radius of the brushes were determined by dynamic light
scattering to be 45 nm and 120 nm, respectively.
2.3 Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
The SAXS experiments were performed at the beamline ID2 of
the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble,
France).33 Samples with different BLG concentrations were
prepared in MES buffer. These solutions were mixed with SPB
where the SPB concentration was kept constant at 1 wt%. The
incident wavelength l of the X-rays was 0.1 nm. In order
to cover the whole range of the scattering vector q, (q =
(4p/l)sin(y/2), with y being the scattering angle), the SAXS
intensities were recorded at two detector distances of 8 and 2 m
by a CCD detector (FReLoN). The exposure time for both
detector positions was 20 ms. Each sample was measured ten
times to improve the statistics of the scattering intensity. In
order to avoid radiation damage the measurements were taken
with a flow-through capillary cell.
2.4 Adsorption isotherm obtained by ultrafiltration
Wittemann et al. have described the experimental procedure
which has been used up to now for the investigation of the
adsorption behaviour by ultrafiltration.13,32 Given amounts of
b-lactoglobulin were dissolved in 10 mM MES buffer. A
suspension of the SPB in MES buffer of the same ionic
strength was added. All experiments were carried out at pH
6.1. The samples contained 1 wt% SPB and were equilibrated
for 24 h under gentle stirring at 4 1C. Afterwards the non-
bound or weakly bound protein was removed by ultra-
filtration. The amount of removed protein was determined
by the absorbance of the serum at a wavelength of 278 nm
(Lambda 650 Perkin-Elmer, software UVWinLab). The
amount of bound protein is the difference between the protein
added to the suspension and the non-adsorbed protein.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Analysis of protein adsorption by SAXS
In the following we describe the theoretical analysis of
the SAXS data. SAXS determines the scattering intensity
I(q, rs, rp) as a function of the magnitude of the scattering
vector q and the particle number densities of the SPBs rs
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and the proteins rp, respectively. For a system consisting of
monodisperse SPBs and proteins the scattering intensity can
be written as15
I(q, rs, rp) = rsS(q, rs)I
(s)
0 (q, rp) + rsIf(q) + rpIp(q), (1)
where I(s)0 (q, rp) describes how the scattering intensity is
modulated by interference effects between radiations scattered
by different parts of the same SPB. The structure factor
S(q, rs) is related to mutual interactions between different
SPBs. Therefore, it is dependent on the degree of order of the
SPBs in the sample. The contribution to the scattering inten-
sity due to concentration fluctuations of the polyelectrolyte
chains is denoted as If(q). In the present study, this contri-
bution becomes important only for large scattering vectors.
Finally, Ip(q) describes the scattering intensity of individual
proteins or aggregates of proteins as will be discussed later.
The scattering intensity I(s)0 (q, rp = 0) of a single SPB
without added proteins is given by15
I
ðsÞ
0 ðq; rp ¼ 0Þ ¼
4p
q
Z1
0
drrDbðr; rp ¼ 0Þ sinðqrÞ
0
@
1
A
2
; ð2Þ
where Db(r, rp = 0) is the excess (over the solvent) radial
electron density profile of the SPB. Here, the origin of the
spherical coordinates is taken to be the centre of the solid core
of the SPB. In order to account for the core–shell structure
with a homogeneous core of radius R and a spatially inhomo-
geneous shell we use the excess electron density profile
Db(r, rp = 0) = DbPSY(R  r)
+ DbPSSY(r  R)exp(kPSS(r  R)ePSS). (3)
Here, Y(x) is the Heaviside step function and DbPS =
7 nm3 is the excess electron density of the polystyrene core.
The second term in eqn (3) with DbPSS = 100 nm
3, kPSS =
0.43 nm1 and ePSS = 0.68 characterizes the electron density
profile of the polyelectrolyte shell which decreases upon
increasing the radial distance r from the center of the SPB.
The grafting nature of the poly(styrene sulfonate) shell leads to a
significant smaller excess electron density DbPSS as compared to
Db(bulk)PSS = 242 nm
3 of the bulk poly(styrene sulfonate) phase.
Although eqn (2) and (3) have been derived for one particle
of a definite size characterized by radius R, in reality a range of
sizes are present in the system under study, as is apparent from
transmission electron microscopy micrographs of solid
polystyrene core particles. Therefore, the effect of size poly-
dispersity of the core particles is taken into account by an
appropriate average using a distribution function characteriz-
ing the degree of the polydispersity (see, e.g., ref. 34). We note
that the functional form of the excess electron density profile
of the shell in eqn (3) reflects the size polydispersity of the
grafted polyelectrolyte chains.
Within a Gaussian approximation the contribution of the
concentration fluctuations of the polyelectrolyte chains reads
IfðqÞ ¼ I
ðfÞ
0
1þ ðqxÞ2 ; ð4Þ
where x=2nm is the correlation length15 and I(f)0 = 0.00025 cm
1
determines the contribution at the vanishing scattering vector.
In Fig. 1(a) the experimental scattering intensity I(q, rs, 0) for
the SPBs without added proteins is compared to the calculated
result for interacting SPBs with a mean core radiusRm= 37 nm
(solid line). Both steric and electrostatic interactions lead to a
decrease of I(q, rs, 0) at low scattering vectors as compared to
the scattering intensity I(q, rs- 0, 0) of noninteracting SPBs.
We have used an integral equation theory35 in order to calculate
structure factors which characterize intermolecular correlations
between different SPBs. The contribution of concentration
fluctuations of the polyelectrolyte chains If(q) becomes impor-
tant for large scattering vectors q \ 0.3 nm1.
A comprehensive approach for modeling the scattering inten-
sity I(q, rs, 0) of a colloidal sphere with attached polymer chains
has been presented by Pedersen and Gerstenberg and developed
further.36,37 However, the present system is very different and
contains charged chains in which the counterions present an
additional component contributing to the measured scattering
intensity. Moreover, it should be kept in mind that the present
analysis does not aim at a description of the SPB but on the
alterations effected by the uptake of protein. The latter compo-
nent becomes a dominant contribution and the analysis of which
can be done very well in terms of the model given in ref. 15.
Fig. 1 (a) Measured scattering intensity I(q, rs, 0) of spherical
polyelectrolyte brush particles in aqueous solution (symbols). The
particle number density is rs = 3.78  108 nm3. The solid line
represents the result of the modeling according to eqn (1)–(4) with
model parameters given in the main text. (b) Measured scattering
intensity I(q, 0, rp) of b-lactoglobulin (symbols) together with the
calculated scattering intensity according to eqn (5). The protein
number density is rp = 2.46  104 nm3.
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Fig. 1(b) displays the measured and calculated scattering
intensities I(q, 0, rp) for free BLG. As suggested by earlier
studies, BLG forms dimers at the pH value used in the
experiment. Therefore, we use the following expression for
the scattering intensity of randomly oriented noninteracting
monodisperse dumbbells
IpðqÞ ¼ 2Db2pV2p 1þ
sinðqLpÞ
qLp
 
 3ðqRpÞ3
ðsinðqRpÞ  qRp cosðqRpÞÞ
 !2
:
ð5Þ
Each dumbbell consists of two spheres with a radius Rp =
2.05 nm and a center-to-center distance Lp = 3.4 nm. More-
over, the excess electron density of BLG and the volume of the
monomeric subunit are Dbp = 90.81 nm
3 and Vp =
23.25 nm3, respectively. From Fig. 1(b) it is apparent that
the measured scattering intensity can be described using
eqn (5).
We now turn our attention to the adsorption of BLG on
SPBs. Fig. 2(a) displays the measured and calculated
scattering intensities I(q, rs, rp) for five different protein
number densities rp. The uptake of BLG by the SPBs can
be directly seen from the shift of the first side maximum to
smaller q values upon increasing the protein number density.
The solid lines show the calculated results obtained from
eqn (1)–(4) with
Db(r, rp) = Db(r, rp = 0) + Dbp(r, rp), (6)
Dbp(r, rp) = n(rp)Y(r  R)Y(Rl  r)e(s1(r  Rl)
2
)
+ Y(r  Rl)exp(s2(r  Rl)2). (7)
Here, Rl = R + 17 nm, s1 = 0.009 nm
2, and s2 =
0.0025 nm2. The normalization constant n(rp) has been
chosen such that the integrated excess electron density yields
the total number of electrons of adsorbed proteins. The excess
electron density profile Dbp(r, rp) shown in Fig. 2(b) by the
dashed line demonstrates that BLG avoids a direct contact
with the PS core because the value of the profile is rather small
at the surface of the PS core. Hence, the grafted polyelectrolyte
chains are responsible for the adsorption of the proteins.
Moreover, the excess electron density decreases for distances
r 4 Rl due to the pronounced decrease of the monomer
density of the grafted polyelectrolyte chains according to the
second term in eqn (3) (see the black line in Fig. 2(b)). A cutout
of an illustration of the brush with adsorbed BLG up to scale
based on the electron density profiles of Fig. 2(b) is shown in
Fig. 2(c). The ESIw shows for all investigated SAXS data in
Fig. 2(a) a 2-dimensional illustration up to scale of the BLG
distribution in the brush layer.
For low scattering vectors, the SAXS measurements do not
resolve structural details of the size of the proteins. Therefore,
the adsorbed proteins increase the electron density of the shell
leading to the aforementioned shift and an increase of the first
side maximum of I(q, rs, rp). In addition, the scattering
intensity increases at low scattering vectors upon increasing
the number of adsorbed proteins. For high scattering vectors
the resolution of the SAXS experiment is high enough to
reveal the shape of individual proteins. This structural infor-
mation is taken into account by the scattering intensity Ip(q) in
eqn (1). It has been demonstrated that the decomposition of
the scattering intensity I(q, rs, rp) according to eqn (1) leads to
good agreement with experimental data of SPBs and adsorbed
proteins provided the scattering intensity Ip(q) of free proteins
is used as an input in eqn (1).15,16 In those earlier studies the
Fig. 2 (a) Experimentally determined scattering intensity I(q, rs, rp)
of spherical polyelectrolyte brush particles at different amounts of
added b-lactoglobulin (symbols). The particle number density is rs =
2.01  108 nm3, while the protein number density increases from
bottom to top according to rp/rs = 1629 (101 mg BLG g
1 SPB), 6514
(400 mg BLG g1 SPB), 9771 (600 mg BLG g1 SPB), 12 214 (750 mg
BLG g1 SPB), 16 286 (990 mg BLG g1 SPB). For clarity, the upper
four data sets have been shifted up. The solid lines depict the
calculated scattering intensities. In panel (b) the electron density
profiles of the pure brush (Db(r, rp = 0), black line), the brush with
adsorbed proteins (Db(r, rp), red line) and the pure adsorbed proteins
(Dbp(r, rp), blue dashed line) are shown for a core radius of 37 nm.
(c) A cutout of a 2-dimensional representation of the SPB with the
distribution of 400 mg BLG g1 SPB derived from (b). The protein
molecules which are in the outer part of the brush layer can be released
by extensive ultrafiltration. The presented illustration is up to scale.
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proteins bovine serum albumin and bovine pancreatic ribo-
nuclease A have been used. However, in the case of BLG used
in the present study the scattering intensity I(q, rs a 0, rp)
cannot be described using the scattering intensity Ip(q) given
by eqn (5), although this expression and eqn (1) lead to an
agreement with the measured scattering intensity I(q, 0, rp) of
free BLG as is apparent from Fig. 1(b). In order to obtain the
scattering intensities I(q, rsa 0, rp) given by the solid lines in
Fig. 2(a) we have used the scattering intensity of aggregated
dumbbells Ip(q) as an input in eqn (1). As already mentioned in
the Introduction, BLG is expected to form superstructures in
the brush layer because of a combination of its well-known
aggregation behaviour as a function of the pH value and the
modified pH value in the brush layer as compared with that of
the surrounding aqueous solution. In order to justify this
argumentation based on the decomposition of the scattering
intensity I(q, rs, rp) according to eqn (1), we have performed
additional calculations by arranging Np = rp/rs protein
monomers around a solid core of radius R. We have consid-
ered various types of protein superstructures and we conclude
that the adsorbed proteins form aggregates of about six
monomers. Fig. 3 displays an example of a comparison of a
measured scattering intensity (symbols) and calculated scatter-
ing intensities for aggregated proteins (blue line) as well as for
protein dumbbells (magenta line). The radial distribution
function of the aggregates is characterized by the functional
form of the proteins excess electron density profile Dbp(r, rp)
given by eqn (7) and shown in Fig. 2(b). For comparison we
note that the influence of SPBs on the structure of bovine
hemoglobin has been discussed in ref. 14. Bovine hemoglobin
forms a tetramer in solution which may dissociate inside a
brush due to various intermolecular interactions, while
BLG considered in the present study forms aggregates inside
a brush.
Finally, it is worthwhile to mention that we have performed
an additional SAXS experiment on loaded SPBs using a higher
protein density (rp/rs = 22 806) than the ones leading to the
scattering intensities shown in Fig. 2(a). Fig. 4 displays a
comparison of the measured scattering intensity I(q, rs, rp)
for the protein number densities rp/rs = 22 806 (solid curve)
and rp/rs = 16 286 (dashed curve). For large scattering
vectors q \ 0.2 nm1 one finds the expected increase of the
scattering intensity upon increasing rp according to the last
term in eqn (1), while there is neither an increase of the
scattering intensity at low scattering vectors nor a shift of
the first side maximum in contrast to the results shown in
Fig. 2(a). Therefore, it is tempting to conclude from Fig. 4 that
there is no additional protein uptake into the brush layer upon
increasing the protein number density from rp/rs = 16 286 to
rp/rs = 22 806 because the solid and dashed curves are very
similar at low scattering vectors. However, such an interpreta-
tion could be misleading because the limited scattering vector
range q t 0.01 nm1 accessible by SAXS does not detect
intermolecular correlations arising from proteins which are
located close to rather stretched polyelectrolyte chains and
separated by a large distance. Due to the Coulomb interaction
some polyelectrolyte chains may be highly extended at the
expense of conformational entropy. In order to test this
hypothesis we have performed additional calculations by
arranging protein monomers around a solid core. We have
found an increase of the scattering intensity in the low
scattering vector regime q A [0.001, 0.01] nm1 in the case
that some proteins are located in the shell at a large distance
from the core. In view of the limited scattering vectors
accessible by SAXS it is not possible to detect correlations
between proteins which are located at the outer parts of the
polyelectrolyte shell. However, these proteins contribute to the
scattering intensity as individual units at large scattering
vectors.
3.2 Adsorption isotherm by ITC
The preceding section has demonstrated that SAXS allows us
to determine the total amount of adsorbed protein and its state
Fig. 3 Measured scattering intensity I(q, rs, rp) of spherical poly-
electrolyte brush particles for the protein number density rp/rs = 6514
with rs = 2.01  108 nm3 (symbols). The magenta line displays the
calculated result with the scattering intensity of protein dumbbells
(see eqn (5)) as input in eqn (1), while the blue line depicts the
calculated results taking into account an aggregation of protein
dumbbells inside the polyelectrolyte brush.
Fig. 4 Comparison of measured scattering intensities I(q, rs, rp) of
spherical polyelectrolyte brush particles for two high protein number
densities: rp/rs = 22 806 (solid curve) and rp/rs = 16 286
(dashed curve). In both cases the particle number density is rs =
2.01  108 nm3.
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of aggregation. This information can now be compared to
isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) measurements applied
recently to the adsorption of BLG to SPB.18 ITC measures the
heat evolving when a protein solution is added to an aqueous
solution of the SPB. The analysis of the adsorption of BLG to
the SPB carrying a dense layer of PSS-chains showed that the
adsorption enthalpy is positive. Therefore, the driving force
for protein adsorption must be entropic.18
In the following we derive the total amount of the adsorbed
protein from the data (further information of the following
section can be found in the ESIw). We apply the two sets of the
independent binding sites (TSIS) model since this model was
shown to give an excellent fit of the ITC data.18 A detailed
discussion of the meaning of this model is given in ref. 18.
Each set of the two different binding sites has its own
characteristic binding constant (KA1, KA2), molar heat of
binding (DH1, DH2) and number of sites (N1, N2).
38 It is
assumed that each binding site is independent from the other.
Each type of site has its own fractional saturation (Y1, Y2).
Thus, it is possible to define the binding constants for the two
binding sites38
KA1 ¼ Y1ð1Y1Þ½BLG KA2 ¼
Y2
ð1Y2Þ½BLG ð8Þ
where [BLG] is the concentration of the unbound protein. The
definition of the total concentration of b-lactoglobulin [BLG]t
is given by38
[BLG]t = [BLG] + [brush]t(N1Y1 + N2Y2) (9)
where [brush]t is the total brush concentration. Solving eqn (8)
forY1 andY2, respectively, and substituting into eqn (9) result
in a cubic equation if the equation is solved for [BLG] (see
ESIw).
The cubic equation (eqn (S4) in the ESIw) can subsequently
be solved for each injection in closed form if the parameters
KA1, KA2, N1 and N2 are known (KA1 = 3  107  2 
107 L mol1, KA2 = 1  106  0.1  106 L mol1, N1 =
1800  100, N2 = 10 300  100). From this data the fraction
of bound b-lactoglobulin and the loading of the SPB particles
tads can be determined through
tads ¼ ð½BLGt  ½BLGÞ2000MM½brushtMbrush
ð10Þ
where Mbrush is the molar mass of the SPB particles and is
given by
Mbrush ¼ ðmcore mshellÞNA ¼
rPS
4
3
pR3
wcore
NA ð11Þ
where mcore is the mass of the PS core, mshell is the mass of the
polyelectrolyte layer, NA is the Avogadro constant, rPS =
1.054  1021 g nm3 is the density of the PS particles, R =
45 nm is the radius of the PS, and wcore = 0.77 is the mass
fraction of the PS core from a SPB particle obtained by the
mass balance after purification.
The adsorption isotherm obtained from the ITC data is
shown in Fig. 5(a) (circles). These data demonstrate the strong
affinity of BLG towards the brush layer of the SPB. Most of
the protein molecules are adsorbed from the aqueous solution
until the full loading of the particles is reached leading to more
than 1.3 g BLG per gram of carrier particles. Clearly a
comparison of this isotherm with the SAXS-isotherm
discussed in the previous section would be interesting. In
principle, this comparison is possible if a sufficient fraction
of protein molecules remains outside of the particles in
aqueous solution. Then the analysis of the SAXS-data at small
q gives the amount of bound protein while the intensity of the
scattering intensity measured at high q gives the total amount
of proteins present in the system. The amount of non-bound
proteins is too small to be detected by SAXS in the present
experiment. Here, the ITC provides a higher accuracy for the
determination of an adsorption isotherm (cf. Fig. 5(a)).
3.3 Adsorption isotherm by ultrafiltration
The fraction of tightly bound protein can be determined by the
UF method. The protein is adsorbed first onto the SPB
particles. Afterwards, the free and slightly bound proteins
are removed by extensive ultrafiltration.13,32 The results
obtained from ITC and UF presented in Fig. 5(a) differ
considerably. From this difference it is evident that a signifi-
cant amount of BLG can be washed out by UF.
Fig. 5 (a) Comparison of adsorption isotherms obtained by different
analytical methods (circles: ITC; squares: UF method). The UF
method isotherm shows clearly that a significant amount of BLG
can be removed by ultrafiltration. (b) Comparison of the SPB loading
after ultrafiltration (squares) and by SAXS calculated protein loading
of the inner part of the polyelectrolyte shell (filled circles).
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As shown above, SAXS provides the distribution of the
proteins inside the brush layer (see discussion of eqn (7)). The
analysis of the SAXS data has shown that most of the proteins
are bound in the inner 33 nm of the brush layer (cf. Fig. 2(b)).
Evidently, the adsorbed protein in the outer part of the brush
layer will be bound less tightly. This part of the adsorbed
protein might be washed out during UF. To verify this
prediction the amount of bound protein in different intervals
of the polyelectrolyte layer can be determined from the SAXS
analysis. The amount of adsorbed protein in the inner 33 nm
with an error of  2.5 nm can be calculated and compared
with the results from the ultrafiltration. For the investigated
protein concentrations in Fig. 2(a) the result in Fig. 5(b)
demonstrates that this is found indeed. The parameter of the
curve is the protein concentration which remains in solution.
While the agreement is somehow accidental since the location
of the used limits for calculation is arbitrary, the comparison
of both sets of data shows that only the proteins deep inside
the polyelectrolyte layer are bound tightly. Evidently, this
finding must be related to the radial decrease of the chain
density in a SPB. The present results show that the interaction
of the proteins with perhaps several polyelectrolyte chains is
strong and even extensive ultrafiltration cannot wash out the
bound molecules. Concomitantly, the pH in this region is
considerably smaller than outside and the BLG starts to
aggregate. In the outer region of the brush layer, on the other
hand, the spatial density of the polyelectrolyte chains has
become much smaller. Here, the binding of proteins resembles
more the interaction of single polyelectrolyte chains with
proteins. The comparison of SAXS, UF and ITC clearly
shows that this binding is too weak to withstand prolonged
ultrafiltration.
4 Conclusions
The adsorption of b-lactoglobulin onto SPB was investigated
by SAXS at low ionic strength (10 mM). The quantity and
distribution of the adsorbed protein inside the polyelectrolyte
shell can be determined by a core–shell model. The analysis
of the data revealed that the adsorbed protein forms linear
aggregates of about six monomer units inside the poly-
electrolyte shell. Moreover, the SAXS allows us to analyze
the amount of proteins bound at different radial positions of
the SPB and compare this information to the binding isotherm
obtained by ITC and ultrafiltration. This comparison
(see Fig. 5) shows that proteins located in the inner regions
of the SPB are tightly bound and cannot be washed away
by UF whereas proteins bound in the outer layer are
removed by UF.
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